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A: I think this is going to be two problems that have nothing to do with each other: (1) Neither of the image elements has a content-type of
image/jpeg. In addition, (2) Some browsers and machines (including my Chrome 63 on Linux) do not preserve the "jpegs" or "jpegs" directory,
and will therefore not know what to do with a directory named that. So, assuming you did not do a permission-setting to make the files worldwritable, the above conditions would indicate a lack of rights on the files themselves. If you did set world-writable, the above would indicate a
problem that I am not sure you have demonstrated (a). Could you double-check the filenames you have, and what the permissions are on the
directories? If they are correct, you can check the paths to make sure they do not contain unexpected characters that could confuse the browser or
the filesystem. Q: How to load JSON data from a table row I have a simple table that I want to populate with data from a JSON array of data. The
data in the table is from a PHP script. I am struggling to get it working correctly. I think I have a syntax issue. I am new to JSON so it is quite
difficult for me to fully understand the format. I am using the echo response to test the output and the json response is successfully coming
through. My Script 0) { while($row=mysqli_fetch_assoc($sqlrun)) { $sub1=$row["name"]; $sub2=$row["type"]; $sub3=$row["company"];
$sub4=$row["address1"];
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Available date formats A source file is
created for each diary, so to sort all diaries
according to the time stamps, you can add a
sort directive for each of the available date
formats. For example, if the first date
format contains a time, you can use `d e M
jS` to sort all diaries according to that time
format. * A full example of a `sort`
command is given in the *Command
section* of the wiki. 4bc0debe42
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